
Past Continuous Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

He suddenly realized that he ______________________, or rolled over on
his back.
1.

(pick up)
was being picked up

She could realize how fast they _____________________ down stream by
the wild sweep of the current.
2.

(carry)
were being carried

Far to my right a field ______________________ for corn.3. (break up)was being broken up

Knowing that he ____________________ at, he became ashamed to
collect his taxes.
4.

(laugh)
was being laughed

Cries and yells of warning and anger were flying over the quiet water, and
somewhere a conch shell __________________ with great success.
5.

(blow)was being blown

______________________ to their doom, after all?6. (they/lead/?)Were they being led

And while they ______________________, the guards were searching the
tents.
7.

(search)
were being searched

She only knew that at the moment his arm was round her, and that she
___________________ off the bank into the river.
8.

(lift)was being lifted

She __________________ out into the terrible wilds that she had heard
stories about.
9.

(sweep)
was being swept

He walked swiftly and did not once glance backward, apparently having
no suspicion that he _____________________.
10.

(follow)was being followed

He _________________ in two, the victim of a raging battle going on to
possess him.
11.

(tear)
was being torn

Her fate ____________________ without anyone seeming to think it
necessary to consult her.
12.

(decide)
was being decided

Fresh sheds _____________________ by natives.13. (erect)were being erected

Neither would answer his questions, so he could not learn where he
__________________ or what was to be done with him.
14.

(take)was being taken
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At the time of this battle Christianity _______________________ in
England.
15.

(proclaim)
was being proclaimed

And still new members ___________________ in every day.16. (swear)were being sworn

At last he lost patience; he _________________; his capital was out, and
unless he got some in he should be forced to take back all the goods she had
received.

17.

(sue)

was being sued

He knew that a vigorous assault _________________ on the stout door.18.
(make)

was being made

I awoke with a start, to find that the noises of my dream
_______________________ into my waking life.
19.

(continue)were being continued

It gave the impression that perhaps the fleet ____________________ by
unseen enemies.
20.

(watch)
was being watched
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